Soliciting Interest Groups and Seminars

1. Decide on Seminars we want and talk to those presenters now. Some 3-days and some 2-days:

   Experiments with Light (Santa Fe)
   Peter Anderson
   Nonadversarial Communication (Brownell and Bache-Wiig)
   What the Bible Tells Us about Living in Difficult Times (Motz-Story)
   Men’s Group
   Arts Center programs for Early Days mornings

2. Solicit other Seminars through a broad Call, with info that we will pick two that relate to the theme.

3. Solicit Interest Groups through a broad Call. Ask Friends to make proposals of interest groups they want to organize and lead, with info that we will pick 9 - 10 that relate to the theme, some with our topic ideas and others to be proposed.

   (Keynote Speaker)
   Bias, Privilege and Being Allies
   Taking Care of Ourselves as We Take Care of the World
   Mental Health and Spirituality
   Panel of Elders about their Stories of Living in Difficult Times
   Native American tribe responses to conflict

4. Quaker Alphabet groups will be part of the PSJ 90-minute evening program so Friends can hear them all. They can still propose interest groups but these would not be automatic.